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To obtain an Aerospace Mechanic position which allows me to use my skills as well
as to work for a company that is dedicated to providing quality services.

JANUARY 2009 – 2009
AEROSPACE MECHANIC - ABC CORPORATION

 Performed inspections, functional checks, and preventive maintenance on 
aircraft to include periodic, phase, hourly, preflight, postflight, calendar, thru-
flight, and special inspections such as fuel contamination, emergency 
equipment, and oil sampling.

 Performed unscheduled maintenance on assigned and transient aircraft, 
utilizing various gauges, meters, measuring devices and other related test 
equipment.

 Performed user and organizational level maintenance on assigned support 
equipment, including inspection, repair, modification, and corrosion prevention.

 Provided data for aircraft maintenance historical records, complete maintenance
data collection, man-hour accounting, and other forms as required.

 Complied with safety, fire, security, and housekeeping regulations.
 Prepared for and participated in various types of readiness evaluations such as 

MEI, ORI, IG and UE inspections, mobility and command support exercises.
 Trained new soldiers on all new equipment and aircraft modifications that 

affected the unit and aircraft with its air refueling mission.

2005 – 2009
AEROSPACE MECHANIC - DELTA CORPORATION

 Performs aircraft inspection to determine if it is Operational Ready Manage team
efficiently to tackle large maintenance projects Utilize .

 Bond/assembled end caps, fill N fair parts, &amp; applied decorative on parts, 
&amp; blueprint reading.

 Disassemble, clean, repair bins, decorative application on parts, fiber glassing, 
edge potting, insert potting, &amp; blueprint reading.

 Disassemble, clean, repair, &amp; reassemble bins, decorative application on 
parts, fiber glassing, edge potting, insert potting &amp; blueprint reading.

 Edge wrap parts, spray glue, run the fostoria, run the VFM, fill N fair, &amp; 
blueprint reading.

 Read blueprints, illustrations, or specifications to determine layouts, sequences 
of operations, or identities or relationships of parts Attach .

 Wire routing for Boeing Co and Bell Helicopter Textron Operate Inkjet laser 
machine Conductor crimping Wire assembly.
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EDUCATION

GED

SKILLS

Electronics, Problem Solving, Maintenance And Repair, Hazmat, Aerospace Ground 
Equipment, Heavy And Common Tools, Data Entry, Inspector.
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